
Date 15 November 2009

Hares Do You & Herr Flick

Venue Tandridge

On On The Bricklayers Arms
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showing no signs of dolence
to solve them.

 We had already retrieved
several of Herr Flick’s soft
toys; how Do You managed to
push his pram around those
muddy tracks could not be
explained. The trail continued
to ravel well and the hares had
kindly removed a section of
electric fencing to avoid any
shocks.

 Surprisingly, Teq was
blowing his horn helpfully; a
Surrey tradition that is still
funct. On to check 5, and, even
after 40 minutes, late arrivers
displaying great chalance
were catching up with the
pack, but of greater concern
was the non appearance of the
Beer Meister.
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 I was actually feeling quite
gruntled and was enjoying the
open countryside when the trail
improved markedly with a Sip
Stop. Then we were all ert again.
The make shift bunch of front
runners continued to eptly
solve the checks and on we
went through a churchyard with
an old yew.  That prompted a
relatively ane discussion on
how it’s not so much fun
running through churchyards
since the CoE was disbanded—
we miss the singing.

 One hour and 20 minutes we
came across some Hornblower
leading some very late souls in
the wrong direction, (at least
they were getting a stroll in) but
disturbingly, the Beer Meister
was not among them.
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A spicious start with the
M25 closed local to the hash
site, but Do You and Herr Flick
organized some ludicrously
clement weather. A rather less
than pleted pack set off on a
pleasant track over a swollen
stream and then on to a long
devious check.

 I was a bit concerned that
the Beer Meister had not been
spotted. The solution was
right under a railway bridge
and then onto a long watery
path where Spingo showed
how to negotiate the wet stuff.

 Ever-Ready and Eskimo
keep appearing, but this
certainly gave them an excuse
to get used to water. There
were a couple more checks
with Suzie and some others

 Despite the rain and mud,
many of the ladies returned
looking quite kemp, no problems
with buttons this week.

 Despite the lack of Surrey
hash officials, the circle was a
surprisingly ruly affair. The
hares were complimented on a
good run which overall was
quite astrous with some gusting
scenery. The general impression
was one of dain.

 Cool Box was called to the
circle for rebuffing the RA, and
to compensate, SBJ was called
in for making encouraging
suggestions to the males in the
pack. Neither appeared—one a
casualty of the slippery surface,
although most runners had
behaved completely becilically,
carefully avoiding all pitfalls.

  Spingo was given a drink
for her aquatic performance.
There was a man with odd
socks who also shopped Blue
Suit for not eating the
meatballs in IKEA. Atalanta
appeared cognito after the
circle a bit late to make any
sort of delible impression, but
at least she was in time to
enjoy the Bricklayers.

 We never did find the Beer
Meister.

Belcher

What Was Jesus
There were 3 good arguments that

Jesus could have been black:
-He called everyone "brother"
-He liked Gospel music.
-He couldn't get a fair trial.
But also 3 equally good arguments

that Jesus was Jewish:
-He went into his fathers business.
-He lived at home until he was 33.
-He was sure his mother was a virgin

and his mother was sure he was God.
Or perhaps Jesus could have been

Irish:
-He never got married.
-He was always telling stories.
-He loved green pastures.
Most compelling evidence— Jesus

could have been a woman:
-He fed a crowd at a moment's no-

tice when there was no food.
-He kept trying to get a message

across to a bunch of men who just
didn't get it.

-And even when He was dead, He
had to get up because there was more
work to do.
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Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

From Guildford, on A246, take A25 East in direction of
Dorking. At Gomshall turn right into Queen Street (opposite
Murco Petrol Station). Go over level crossing and at cross
roads turn left into Burrows Lane. Follow for 1.5 miles into
Peaslake. At Village Store turn right into Walking Bottom. Go
past The Hurtwood Inn and the Memorial Hall, continue for
300 yards and park on left in large Hurtwood Control Car Park
No 2. where the runs start. Please no parking in the hall or
Inn carparks.

1807 29-Nov Dr. Death Downside

1808 06-Dec Goldenballs Wormley

1809 13-Dec Bodyshop Chobham

1810 20-Dec Mother Brown Leatherhead

1811 27-Dec Desperate Dan

1812 03-Jan Atalanta

1813 10-Jan Simple

Run 1806

Date 22 November

Hare Tosser, Lo Profile,First On

Venue SH3 CAMRA Beerfest

On-On Peaslake Village Hall

OS TQ084445 - carpark

Postcode GU5 9RP

Scribe Simon

It’s This Sunday!!!  22 Nov
CAMRA Beerfest 2009 and SH3 run 1806 hosted by SH3 at
Peaslake Village Hall.   £7 for dinner and first drink.  Surely you
have already registered for this.....Haven’t you?

Hashydashery  —Bonn Bugle is STILL taking orders  for new SH3
gear.  Especially nice for this time of year are long-sleeved T
Shirts designed  by our own Sue Harrison.  Performance fleeces
and hoodies are also available.  All items will have both ladies and
mens fittings.  All will have SH3 logo and can be personalised.
Order now so stuff can be delivered well before Christmas!

Jingle Bell Hash  December 20 at G&T’s place.  Festive nosh
and drinks.  Don’t wait until the last minute!  Dig out your twee
little bells now and jingle along with the pack!
Bumper Stickers
Where are we going and why am I in this handbasket?

Three kinds of people: those who can count & those who can't.

Be nice to your kids. They'll choose your nursing home.

It's WORSE than you think, and they ARE out to get you.

What Happened in 1815?
Whatever... We are celebrating  SH3 run number 1815 in Water-
looville (Hampshire),  at the SH3 “Xmas party”; weekend of Jan
23, 2010.  Fancy dress this year, so start planning  your
“Napleonic” 1815 attire now.  MIsmanagement is working hard
to make this a cost-effective, value-for-money special event.

Air Force Maintenance:   Some actual maintenance complaints sub-
mitted by US Air Force pilots and the replies from  maintenance crews.

Problem: "Left inside main tire almost needs replacement."

Solution: "Almost replaced left inside main tire."

Problem: "Test flight OK, except autoland very rough."

Solution: "Autoland not installed on this aircraft."

Problem: "The autopilot doesn't."

Signed off: "IT DOES NOW."

Problem:"Something loose in cockpit."

Solution: "Something tightened in cockpit."

Problem:"Evidence of hydraulic leak on right main landing gear."

Solution: "Evidence removed."


